BeyondRCT -2
International Conference – Amsterdam

25 - 26 September 2018

towards co-operative citizen
science in food and health.

This is an important congress. It addresses the urge of citizens and
patients for self-care and their need for personalized support for their
situation. This self-care represents an untapped creative potential,
that can be of great significance for knowledge development,
product development and the empowerment of patients and citizens.
Unlocking this potential also has a major impact on research methods,
the use of digital resources and the design of matching data infrastructure
and governance.
The 3 core themes of the congress are:
1. data collection, data management and
research by citizens in the health domain
2. new research methodology to extract wisdom from n-of-1 and to
upgrade it to collectively applicable knowledge, products and advice
3. organizing a data infrastructure that allows data traffic between different
sources, and that functions technically effectively and socially ethically.
The core purpose of the BeyondRCT-2 symposium is to produce
a workplan Co-operative Citizen Science for the period 2019-2021.
We want to make it work.
This is not an ordinary congress. This is a patient-powered,
science-informed, and practice-focused conference. That means
that this conference brings a careful blend of inspirational focus,
sharp logic reasoning and the power to deliver results. Real science,
Real people, Real products and therapies. For real life.
Let’s advance healthcare together.

BeyondRCT
BeyondRCT means going beyond the so-called golden standard for
delivering biomedical evidence: the Randomized Controlled Trial.
The BeyondRCT conference aims to contribute to the broadening of the
methodological research repertoire in health, and to deliver new golden
research standards that fit different situations and purposes. BeyondRCT
hence doesn’t mean doing away with RCT’s, but simply applying them
at appropriate occassions. Citizen Science fills in a specific slot in that
methodological repertoire.
In all its diversity, it represents a huge untapped research potential with
the promise to generate new research hypothesis, to accelerate product
and therapy development, to empower patients and to individualize
medicine – or health for that matter.
The second international BeyondRCT conference serves as a connecting
node that inspires citizens, patients and professional experts of all kinds
to jointly arrive at health solutions that fit the individual in the complexity
of our common world.

DAY 1

11.00

Break

Tuesday September 25, 2018.
Venue: ABN-AMRO, Circl building, Gustav Mahlerplein 1b, Amsterdam

Kick-off BeterGezond – finding solutions for the
8 million Dutch people living with a chronic disease

08.30

welcome, registration, coffee and tea

•	Introduction ▪ Prof. dr Nico van Meeteren
(Director Health-Holland) and Hanneke Dessing,

09.00
09.15

Opening and Welcome
Chairman: Maarten den Braber, CEO Next Health
Anja van Balen, ABNAMRO Healthcare

Collaborating Health Funds (SGF), Mat Daemen
(chairman Research Council Amsterdam UMC)

11.20
12.10

Context, prerequisites, benefits

•	MyOwnResearch signature session
• Why we all benefit: the MyOwnResearch approach
to delivering value for patients, science and business

•	Between heaven and earth: where are we now,

▪

2 years after BeyondRCT-1? Introduction to the

Anje te Velde (Amsterdam UMC, co-lead MyOwnResearch)

& Gaston Remmers (MD|OG, co-lead MyOwnResearch)

programme ▪ Gaston Remmers, PhD, Stichting
Mijn Data Onze Gezondheid

• Testing single-subject (n=1) effects by collecting
intensive longitudinal data ▪ Jan Houtveen, PhD

• The need for a broad scientific methodological
repertoire ▪ Jeroen Geurts, professor Translational
neurosciences VUmc Amsterdam, Chair ZonMw
09.15
11.00

Rapid Fire talks

•	Organizing citizen science in health: the Open

•	
Eddie van Breukelen ▪ Keeping kidney functions up

Humans approach ▪ Bastian Greshake Tzovaras PhD,

and running: from n=1 patient observation to a start-up

Research Director at Open Humans, USA
•	Modern, citizen-centred data stewardship for
the common good ▪ Juuso Parkkinen PhD,
MyData.org and Nightingale Health, Finland
•	What data infrastructure do we need to facilitate
Co-operative Citizen Science? ▪ Erik Scholten,
PhD, GO-FAIR Officea

in personalised kidney food

12.10
12.25

•	
Rogier Koning ▪ Nobism.com, Self-research by
cluster headache patients: the nobism-approach
• Gerard van Oortmersen ▪ text mining on GIST cancer,
making sense of unstructured facebook-contributions
by GIST patients

DAY 1
Plenary debate: Reflections on the morning presentations
with contributions of

Breakout sessions • Round 1

•	Pieter Jeekel, director Zelfzorg Ondersteund
12.25
13.00

•	What is the ICT en data governance infrastructure
needed to enable Co-operative Citizen Science:

•	Willem Jan Meeding PhD, Meeding Advies and author
of the 2017 report of the Dutch Council voor Health

Personal Health Train, FAIR principles and the Holland

and Society (RVS): ‘without context no evidence’

Health Data Cooperative ▪ Hosted by Erik Scholten
(GO FAIR office), Wouter Franke (ZIN, ZorgInstituut

•	Maarten Pekelharing (CEO Winclove probiotics,

Nederland), Wessel Kraaij (Board member HollandHDC

board member NPN – Dutch trade association

and prof Applied Data Analytics Leiden University)

for businesses in food supplements industry

•	Matching the Creative Industry with Life Science
13.00

Lunch

& Health: what can methods like design thinking

Rapid Fire talks

▪

and design research bring to the healthcare table?

•	
Erik Gerritsen, Secretary General Ministry
of Health ▪ Why we need radical, citizen owned
proposals in health care

14.30
15.30

Hosted by Sabine Wildevuur and Paulien Melis (Waag)

•	MyOwnResearch: personalization of microbiota
management through citizen research ▪ Hosted by
the MyOnwResearch consortium. With contributions
of Henk Duinkerken (Microbiome Centre), Isolde

•	
Sabine Wildevuur & Paulien Melis, Waag,
VU University ▪ Citizen driven science within
14.00
14.30

Besseling (Winclove probiotics), Anje te Velde
(Amsterdam UMC), Aletta Kraneveld (University Utrecht)

transdisciplinary research, Waag
•	N-of-one studies in the realm of lesser known health
•	
Frans Saris ▪ Self research by informal caretakers
with relatives with dementia

paradigms: cases and approaches by Applied Universities
of Leeuwarden and Leiden ▪ Hosted by Esther Nederhof
(VhLeeuwarden) and Erik Baars (Leiden)

•	
Maartje Niezen, Rathenau Instituut
▪

Preliminary research findings on changing

roles in data management

•	Citizen Science on pain management:
exploring the challenges and potential
of Nobism ▪ Hosted by Rogier Koning, nobism.com

•	
Tjebbe Touber, ABNAMRO ▪ BigData and Health:
what can a bank contribute?

DAY 1
Breakout sessions • Round 2
•	Research challenges in the era of Telemedicine
and mobile health applications: designing BeyondRCT
▪

Hosted by Miriam Vollenbroek TU Twente & Somaya

Ben Allouch, Saxion University of Applied Sciences.

DAY 2

(Invitation only)

Wednesday September 26, 2018.
Venue: Waag, Anatomisch Theater, Nieuwmarkt 4, Amsterdam

•	Accelerating the uptake of fresh innovations into
the care budgeting policies – the Hii Holland approach
▪

Coalition building for Co-operative Citizen Science

Hosted by Carl Moons, prof. Clinical Epidemiology,

Making it work: towards a long-standing

Julius Center for Health Sciences and Primary Care,
15.30
16.30

PPP in Co-operative Citizen Science (CCS)

University Utrecht

In collaboration with Topsector Life Sciences & Health

•	Developing the DiabetesM 2 Data community
▪

Proposed key issues of a workplan Co-operative

Hosted by André Boorsma and collegues, TNO

Citizen Science 2019-2021:

•	‘I Have a gut feeling’: self-management with focus on

• Making the diversity of CCS visible

improvement of Quality of Life (QoL) in more chronic
diseases ▪ Hosted by Tjitske Bezema (Hidden Health

•	Building appropriate ICT-infrastructure

Solutions) and Isolde Besseling (Winclove probiotics)
•	A fundamental debate: the assumptions behind RCT’s
and n-of-one studies in nutrition ▪ Hosted by
Dennis Zijlstra and Martijn de Groot

09.00
13.00

and Data Governance
•	Developed adequate research approaches
and statistical tools
•	Create a routing from CCS to guideline development

16.30

Wrap-up (plenary)
•	Develop co-creative citizen science labs

17.00

Closure

•	Generate sustainable funding
•	Create public access to information

For speaker information, check www.BeyondRCT.net

Chair: Henk Duinkerken (MD|OG)
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Dr Stephen Friend
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Oxford University
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Dr. Martijn de Groot
Quantified Self Institute Groningen
Prof. Dr. Gerjan Navis
Internist-nephrologist, professor of
Experimental Nephrology and professor of
Nutrition in Healthcare, UMC Groningen
Dr. Herman van Wietmarschen
Louis Bolk instituut
Michel van Schaik
Director Health care, Rabobank Netherlands
Maarten Pekelharing
CEO Winclove probiotics
Peter Hogerhuis
CEO Springfield neutraceuticals
Dr. h.c. Cees Smit
VSOP-EGAN, Platform Patients and Food

Holland Health
Data Coöperatie

Dr. h.c. Peter Kapitein
Founder Inspire2Live
Drs. EMIA Tjitske Bezema
Founder Immunowell

Operational Committee
Gaston Remmers MD|OG
Fatiha Alitou, MD|OG
Sabine Wildevuur & Paulien Melis, Waag
Nicole van Leeuwen, Inspire2Live

Contact and information
g.remmers@mdog.nl | 06 – 41 37 41 02
www.MDOG.nl | www.BeyondRCT.net

organisation

Sponsors

What if we would seriously invest
in Co-operative Citizen Science
for the next 5 years?
What would be the impact for
the domain you work in?
For your business or organization?
For your self?
What if you could be part
of creating this future?
What do you put on the table to help
Co-operative Citizen Science succeed?

Stichting Mijn Data | Onze Gezondheid
(Foundation My Data Our Health) is a not-forprofit organisation that aims to enable patients
and citizens to have total control over their health
data, in order to effectively take leadership over
his or her own health. MD|OG believes that the
value of citizen-driven health data management

only becomes tangible when the different
aspects related to it are being tested in practice,
in collaboration with different stakeholders.
We call them Living labs: ecosystems in which new
forms of citizen-driven data collection are linked
to new ways of data-governance and research.
MD|OG develops a number of these Living Labs.

